Batian’s View second-to-none facility offers
a wide variety of programmes specifically
designed to encourage creative problem
solving and trust building techniques,
leadership skills, and self-assurance by
conquering fear.
Only once pushed can we discover
our strengths and surpass our
expectations. Leading companies
in Kenya turn to Batian’s
View to help them accomplish
extraordinary problem solving
and leadership results.

EXPERIENCE

YOUR POTENTIAL

Our Mission:

To provide unmatched opportunities and guidance that enables your group to
develop leadership, personal growth and team rapport through safe, hands-on
learning.

‘Experience

your potential’

Batian’s View Philosophy:
Batian’s View employs a ‘hands on’ approach where participants are active
learners and responsible for the group’s success. The approach is simple
– challenge the group with a physical or mental obstacle, facilitate the
problem solving experience, and then discuss the process. By following
these three steps, participants will examine their own leadership habits, the
impact they have on their colleagues, and what this means to the group’s
productivity. Batian’s View skilled facilitators will engage and motivate
learners with hands-on learning and expert facilitation that relates back
to the working environment. Whether the group is successful or not in a
particular exercise is not what matters. What does matter is the knowledge
gained from the experience. Is each person heard? Is there consensus?
How does the group react to failure? How are decisions made? And most
importantly, what does the group do with this newfound information?
The activities employed by Batian’s View are based on the premise that
sensible risk taking in an atmosphere of mutual support and trust greatly
enhances group cohesion and personal growth. At Batian’s View we seek
each person’s ‘sweet spot’ for learning and growth. This occurs when
participants push outside of their comfort zone, bringing a heightened
awareness and focus. We encourage full participation with a program, but
also follow the philosophy of challenge by choice. Should an individual
decide to not fully participate in an activity, we will find another way for
that person to remain involved and support his or her colleagues. Whatever
the level of participation, each group member is an important and valued
part of the learning process.

What is Experiential Education?
Experiential education puts the learning in the hands
of the participants. It combines traditional elements of
education, such as empowerment from a well-trained
teacher, with hands-on experience. Instead of listening
to a lecture about a particular formula for success,
participants learn for themselves in situations designed
to facilitate the skill-building process. These skills
include communication, cooperation, creativity, conflict
resolution, critical thinking and confidence, to name a few.
Experiential education focuses on the tools necessary for
overcoming physical, emotional and social challenges, and
the lessons learned may be applied to almost any situation
in life, whether it is at home, school or the workplace.

Many
Batian’s View combines secondto-none
facilities,
programmes
and facilitators to create the ideal
platform for you to reach excellence.

• Practice Leadership
• Encourage creative problem
solving techniques
• Build communities through
trust and accountability
• Improve self-assurance by
conquering fear

of the activities at
Batian’s View will require
you to push further.
We believe this is only
possible with support and
reassurance from people
you can trust. Our Crew
of expert facilitators has
been put together with
this in mind. They are
charismatic, patient and
most importantly, trained
to look out for your safety.
Our team has plenty of
experience with groups
of diverse needs and
reminding
participants
of safety precautions is a
key part of their job. In
the case of an emergency
our facilitators will take
swift and adept action.

All of Batian’s View outdoor
learning courses have
been thoroughly assessed
to determine possible risk
factors. We have mitigated
these factors with extensive
safety measures, and the
safety of all participants is
our number one priority.

Offering Unsurpassed Corporate Programmes:
Only once pushed can we discover our strengths and surpass our expectations. Leading companies in Kenya turn to Batian’s View to help them
accomplish extraordinary results. Our range of corporate outdoor training courses is created to pass on useful skills that develop your leaders, boost morale in your teams and drive your organization forward.
Using few resources and often under a time limit, groups are forced to be
more creative in their approach of each challenge. Also, when faced with
unfamiliar challenges in new surroundings often encourages a group or an
individual to discover hidden strengths in themselves and others. In corporate group programmes here at Batian’s View, individuals are held accountable for their role, as the success of the group is contingent on the
participation of each individual. In addition, the success of a program is
not measured by success or failure, but improved group communication,
cooperation and goodwill. Finally, who wouldn’t have fun spending a day
with collegues and friends engaged in a new and exciting experience?
In short, you will gain: Creativity, Discovery, Accountability, Camaraderie,
and FUN!

Inspiring Leaders, Strengthening Teams, and Transforming Organizations

What is Batian’s Views’ Four Step Process?
Evaluation: One of our experts will work with you to agree on
the needs, scope and desired outcome of your course. Our vast
experience with corporate groups enables us to insightfully
guide the design of a high impact course for your company.
Planning: A draft programme outline encompassing all necessary
considerations will be prepared. We will select the best facilitator
for your group and prepare a briefing document. This document
helps your team to prepare mentally, and also ensures that
everybody arrives with the appropriate clothing and gear.
Execution: The Batain’s View team assigned to your programme puts
their experience and expertise towards guiding you and your team
through a worthwhile and unforgettable experiential learning course.
Facilitators primarily have three responsibilities; To guide you towards
reaching desired outcomes, ensure you can push yourself in a secure and
enabling environment, and to help you have fun during your experience!
Feedback and Implementation: On completion of your course,
we work with you to ensure the lessons and behavioral insights
that were picked up, are taken back and applied in the workplace.
Our four-step experiential learning model has been
created to ensure you leave Batian’s View with your
anticipated learning takeaways.
“There is a thin line between the impossible
and the possible – that is determination.”
– Ogwo David Emenike,
Nigerian poet.

Corporate Programmes:
• Know Your Colleagues – Activities is designed for a group
of people to reacquaint themselves in a way that is engaging and fun.
• I’ve Got Your Back – Focuses on increasing trust between individuals.
• Tackling The Task –Exceptional problem solving activities.
• Teamwork and Trust – Groups overcome obstacles utilizing poles,
cables, ropes and boards.
• I believe I Can Fly! – This series of challenges brings the group
to new heights, both literally and figuratively
on the high ropes course.

Young

people often have
vast reservoirs of untapped
potential. Our courses
dig deep, helping them
gain more perspective,
self-confidence and value
leadership skills. We create
programmes that are ideal
for students of all ages and
have a variety of courses
ranging from one-day,
to week-long sessions.
To learn more about the
exciting and challenging
programmes that Batian’s
View has to offer for
school groups, visit us at:
w w w. b at i a n s v i e w. c o m

‘Batian’s View is a much
needed effort to help young
people from all walks of life
discover their voices of positive
leadership. With over 55% of
Kenyans being under the age
of 20, it is an investment in
Kenya’s heritage.’
– Muhia Karianjahi,
Director, Tanari Trust Kenya

School Groups at Batian’s View: Unearthing Ability!
Batian’s View Experiential Education Center provides insightful
and effective training strategies to help students of all ages discover
the importance of effective teamwork and meaningful leadership.
In the classroom a student’s focus is on learning the material
presented by the teacher and gaining the skills and knowledge to be
successful later in life. It is also important, however, for a student
to learn how to be a supportive peer and take a leadership role
when the opportunity presents itself. All too often the academic
rigors of the school day leave little room for the development of
these two important qualities that can strengthen the classroom
atmosphere. This is where Batian’s View can provide its expertise
and experience in helping students learn how to communicate,
collaborate, and problem solve in a fun and exciting setting.

School Programmes:
• Getting to Know You
• Let’s Get Physical!
• Problem Solving 101
• Low Ropes Challenge
• High Ropes Challenge
• Custom Programmes
available to suit your
school groups specific
goals and needs.

International: Experience Batian’s View through Service Learning in Kenya:
Since 2005 Batian’s View has been working with individuals or
with groups as large as 60 to create an experience the combines the
pleasure of visiting Kenya with the gratification of helping others.
Along with taking care of the logistics for your adventures in Kenya,
Batian’s View will connect your group with a meaningful community
service project near the town of Naro Moru. At any given time there
are opportunities to volunteer as a teacher in a primary school, to help
with the daily chores at a local orphanage (this includes playing with 25
kids at once!), to assist with a school improvement project, and to take
part in the community’s reforestation efforts in the forests of Mt. Kenya.

The Key Components of the SLIK experience:

We can create an experience for you that will be within your means and very
comfortable as well. Batian’s View offers a wide range of accommodation
and meal plans, from the most luxurious to the simple, but rewarding,
experience of camping along the Naro Moru River that runs through Batian’s
View. Because many of the community service projects take place within
a few miles of Batian’s View, there is no need for a vehicle, which can be a
significant savings. And when you are ready to climb Mt. Kenya or embark
on a safari to one of Kenya’s game parks, the experienced staff at Batian’s View
will plan your safari to be within your budget and very comfortable as well.

Service Learning – Cultural Interaction
– Community Service – Learning
– Wildlife Safari
– Experiential Education
For More Information on the International programmes that Service
Learning in Kenya has to offer,
Visit:
www.batiansview.com/international
or
slikenya.com

Batian’s View: The Adventure Starts Here!
Let Batian’s View Education Centre be your base for climbing Mt. Kenya
or exploring other locations on the Laikipia Plateau. Peter Kafuna,
the Co-Manager at Batian’s View, has lived in the area for more than 20
years and has climbed Mt. Kenya more times than can be remembered.
As a former instructor with the National Outdoor Leadership School,
East Africa Branch, Mr. Kafuna has traveled extensively around Mt.
Kenya and throughout Kenya as well. He will put his experience and
expertise to use in creating an adventure that will far exceed expectations.
Batian’s View has a complete supply of the gear and clothing one needs
for a safe and comfortable hike on Mt. Kenya. If one is in need of a
guide and possibly porters, Batian’s View will arrange that too. And
from our location at 7,000’ on the western slopes of Mt. Kenya, it is quite
possible for one to leave Batian’s View on foot in the morning and be at
10,000’ in Mt. Kenya National Park in the afternoon. Not only is this
an exhilarating hike, you will save a lot of money in vehicle fees as well.

Batian’s View is also a welcomed stop for travelers in need of a hot meal and
comfortable bed, or a place to pitch a tent for a few days. Batian’s View can
accommodate individuals or large groups arriving in overland vehicles.

Batian’s View: Experience A Truly Unique Facility
Location: Located approximately three hours north of Nairobi,
Batian’s View is situated on the banks of the Naro Moru River
and the lower slopes of Mr. Kenya. The 17,000 ft. snowcapped
mountain is the backdrop to Batian’s View 8 acres of pristine
forest, home to colobus monkey, bush buck, crowned hornbill and
groups interested in enriching their team building experience.
Accommodation: There is a wide array of accommodation to
choose from at Batian’s View. For individuals who would prefer
an outdoor experience, we can accommodate you in tents.
Bandas and Cottages: Batian’s View also has many one-room, rustic
Bandas that can sleep one to 4 people. There are three rooms available
on the second floor of Ndovu, which have exclusive use of the
bathroom and shower located on the first floor. The fully furnished
Cottage is also available for rent, and it can sleep up to 6 people.
Inside: All indoor accommodation at Batian’s View has comfortable
beds with sheets, blankets and pillows. There is electricity and
outlets in all rooms, and housekeeping will clean your rooms
daily. Guests staying in tents or the individual Bandas have
access to toilets and hot showers. The Cottage has a fireplace,
fully equipped kitchen and a bathroom with a bathtub/shower.

‘What a wonderful place! I have stayed here a couple times and will surely
plan to return. Cozy and comfortable.’
Tina – Facebook

Batian’s View: The Core Crew

Peter Kafuna
Programme Coordinator

Fred Roberts
Director
From 1986 to 1999, Fred Roberts worked as a Branch Director and
Field Instructor for the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS)
East Africa branch. Fred is the Founder, Director and Lead Facilitator at
MOYO Team Building Solutions, LLC. based in Tucson, Arizona, USA.
He is also a Co-Director of Batian’s View.
Elizabeth Goodwin
Director
Elizabeth is the Co-Founder and Co-Director of Batian’s View. She is
an accomplished gender and community development practitioner,
with vast experience in Africa. Elizabeth leads the general management,
business development and community engagement at Batian’s View.

One of Kenya’s most respected outdoor leaders, Peter Kafuna was a field
instructor for NOLS for 11 years in Africa and America, and served
as the Operations Manager of NOLS East Africa for three years. Mr.
Kafuna is currently a member of the Professional Trainers Association of
Kenya, a group that is dedicated towards improving industrial learning
and performance of professionals from various sectors and industries.
Mary Wairimu
Programme Coordinator
Mary Wairimu was the equipment manager for NOLS East Africa
between 1992 and 1999. She also gained vast experience working at
two other NOLS branches in America. Her expert knowledge of field
equipment and working with large groups helps all of our clients
enjoy a comfortable, safe and memorable experience at Batian’s View.

Many of the activities at Batian’s View will require you to
push further. We believe this is only possible with support
and reassurance from people you can trust. Our Crew
of expert facilitators has been put together with this in
mind. They are charismatic, patient and most importantly,
trained to look out for your safety.
There is a thin line between the impossible and
the possible – that is determination.
Ogwo David Emenike, Nigerian poet.

Batian’s View:

Experience Your Potential!

www.batiansview.com

